October 1, 2014

**Meter and Services CIAC Collection**

All costs are estimated based on AE’s normal standard practice procedures. The flat rate includes all work to provide capacity for the requested service which could include the meter, service wire, and associated labor. Costs will be updated annually.

**OSS & Spots:**

All estimated costs charged by the Spot/Conduit group will be a flat fee. All services that exceed the specified length of the service drop length or amperage size whether OH or UG will be forwarded to design for review as well as any properties that require design work. At that point, design is responsible for providing the cost estimate and spot of service specific to the job.

**OH:**
Residential overhead costs for up to 320 A size load will be charged at the rate of $400.00 per each metered service. This includes services up to 75 feet for up to 200 A loads and 55 feet for 320 A loads.

**UG:**
Residential underground costs up to 200 A size load will be charged at the rate of $800.00 per each metered service. Residential underground costs for a 320 A size load will be charged at the rate of $1600.00 per each metered service.